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VISION

WHY WE EXIST
Our vision is to see thriving communities
where every child is born into a caring,
healthy and loving family.

PURPOSE
Wise Choices for Life addresses one of
the preventable causes of inter-
generational poverty – maternal
mortality, by transforming thinking and
behaviour through culturally relevant
reproductive health and life skills
training.

MISSION
We provide professional reproductive
health and life skills training and
resources to key community leaders,
who share this knowledge with their
communities. We Partner with and
mobilise those who implement Wise
Choices for Life’s philosophy and
curriculum.
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It would be fair to say that this year
has been a mix of trial, tears, laughter,
and some triumphs. 

For the Wise Choices for Life Board –
Australia, this year has been extremely
busy. Skilled Board Member
recruitment has been one of our
priority tasks and we appointed Sean
Churchward as Secretary at the start
of this year. Amy Hunter was
temporarily co-opted for a few months
to consult on matters including
community development and
fundraising. We are grateful for her
significant input over just a few of
months. In May 2020 we welcomed
Lauren VanEnk (international
development, reproductive health
training, grants, and fundraising) and
Dorinda Edwards (midwife and
community development) to
complement our skills requirements
and demographic representation.
As we are an organisation registered
with the Australian Charities and Not-
for-profits Commission (ACNC), we
continually works to demonstrate
compliance with the ACNC’s
Governance Standards. Because we
operate outside of Australia, we
additionally are subject to the ACNC’s
External Conduct Standards which are
stringent. This is essential selection
criteria for recruitment of our next
Board Member.

Undoubtedly, my trip to Uganda (aptly
called the Pearl of Africa) in December
2019 serves as the highlight of my
year! It was wonderful to meet our
Ugandan Partner and to spend quality
time getting to know the Ugandan
Board and the Operations Team. They
are into their second year od
independence as a registered NGO.
Christmas was a joyous celebration
and I was honoured to be part of the
Teams’ end-of-year celebrations.
Hearing the personal stories from
individual of the impact of our training
on their lives and how sharing this
knowledge affected their communities.
And firsthand seeing the difference in
behaviour and attitude between past
participants and others who have not
attended out raining.

I will always remember my time there
but there are also the heart-breaking
things too which I will try never to
forget. These included my experiences
on visits to the Youth Remand Home,
the Male and Female (with their
babies) Correctional Institutions,
people struggling with substance
abuse, addictions, gender imbalance,
practice cultural traditions founded on
myths and how the totally
unacceptable living conditions abound
The day-to-day operational functions
have also received considerable
attention as Marg Docking’s Message.
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from the Executive Director will
outline. I have been standing in for
Marg in her operations role as much as
is sustainable for the organisation and
my own personal situation can
accommodate. I do hope you will enjoy
reading Marg’s account and reflections
of the past year and she also shares
her journey with cancer since being
diagnosed a couple of months ago. Of
note is the procurement of a
student/supporter database, website
re-development, refresh of our brand
and the design of monitoring &
evaluation (M&E) frameworks and
tools for our Train the Trainer training
course. The future requires additional
M&E tools to be developed for any
new training delivery methods and
longitudinal research studies to
measure transformational community
impact. As always, Marg remains
positive and still finds the energy and
space in her life to encourage
everyone else around her. Our love
and respect go out to Marg.

COVID-19 has greatly impacted our
service delivery as our training has
been designed for face-to-face
delivery for over a decade. 2021 is
earmarked to correct this and our
fundraising focus is to bring digital,
radio and video training to under-
served communities. This publication
introduces you to our Strategic 

Planning Framework, SEAC (Sustain,
Expand, Advocate and Create) which
will provide the foundation pillars on
which our Strategic Plan to be crafted.
Watch this space as we will be sharing
this with you in the next few weeks.
Our Strategic Plan will take cognisance
of the impact of COVID-19, our need
to synthesize our purpose statements,
to define ‘growth’ and to clarify
Australia’s role in relation to our
Partners.

Wise Choices for Life’s training must
continue to put maternal mortality
under the microscope. Empowering
participants with reproductive health
knowledge and equipping them
through life skills training is the key to
eliminating intergenerational poverty.

All that remains is for me to thank you
most sincerely for your support over
the years and to ask you to continue
the journey with us into a new season.

Master of Business Administration
Member of Institute of Managers and Leaders (IML)
Nationally Accredited Trainer and Assessor – TAE4011056

VANESSA LISTER

CHAIR OF THE BOARD AUSTRALIA
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The financial year 2020 has been a season to re-examine why we exist and how
we can continue our core business despite severe cutbacks and changing
circumstances. 

Like many other small non-profit charities, Wise Choices for Life has experienced
several setbacks and faced many challenges this past financial year. And yet,
somehow we have managed to survive. We have achieved much with scant
resources.

Strategic Plan. The Board designed a strategic planning framework – namely
which is explained later in this document. I am guided by this as work to
establish the operational plans to ensure we will achieve our goals and
mission.
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JOIN WITH ME AND LET’S CELEBRATE SOME OF OUR ACHIEVEMENTS…

External Conduct Standards. The Board is spending considerable time
bringing our systems and practises in line with the new standards. This is an
on-going task.

NGO registration for Uganda. The approval of our work and our organisation
to meet the requirements for non-government organisation registration was
by far the greatest goal we have achieved. In the next 4 years we want to be
able to have achieved great results in multiplying the reputable work, so our
continued registration is guaranteed.

Website. A complete theme change has been done and new content is being
written to reflect a new business plan more accurately. Completion and ‘go
live’ requires financial investment so we work within these constraints and
hope to launch it soon.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) database. We transitioned all our
stakeholder communications and contact details to a secure CRM called
Profiler. This software will also allow us to manage our participant (student)
details, demographic information and collect feedback and evaluation of our
work for continuous improvement.
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Branding. A brand refresh brought an improved, modern look and feel to our
logo, published and online, social media communications.

Videos production. New video clips were created to use at conferences and
in training workshops. “A Common Story” was originally designed for the
WHO (World Public Health) Conference in Melbourne. The video was
subsequently entered into the WHO Film Festival and we were in the final
15 which is a wonderful achievement. “The Medical Challenges” will be used
in training workshops. Our thanks to Nourishing Media for their excellent
work and on-going support of our organisation.

Curriculum Review. In May 2019 we continued reviewing the curriculum
with the Ugandan Team, including the Senior Trainers. It was a wonderful
two days hearing how the lessons were going in the villages and amongst
Muslim communities. Some minor changes to the flip charts were made.
New lessons were needed to address current needs and some lessons were
merged with existing ones. others and spent a lot of time interacting with
the senior trainers. 
The most significant addition the involvement of men and Chapter 24 titled: 
“Cultural Traditions and Consent” speaks to the benefits of male
involvement in pregnancy care.  I believe this lesson will have a powerful
impact toward shifting the harmful cultural practises and highlighting and
improving factual and safe practices. 
The Charter of Human Rights is examined in the light of culture and faith
and its effect on poverty. we ask the participants to examine cultural
practises that encourage consent of women, care and protection of children
and ones those who assume consent is not needed. It is an opportunity to
look at the tragic results of rape and child abuse including incest that is so
common but not talked about openly nor reported.
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Uganda Visit. Our Chair, Vanessa Lister and her husband, Gavin travelled to
Uganda in December 2019. This facilitates good relationship building with
the Ugandan Board and has opened the door to much progress. It helps
Vanessa see where the gaps are and how we as the parent body may need
to assist Uganda. I look forward to more Board members travelling as able to
see the country firsthand. It is valuable time spent and essential for ongoing
work and maintaining good governance standards. I thank Vanessa and
Gavin for this commitment.

CCIH affiliation strengthened. I was invited by CCIH (Christian Connections
International Health) to represent Wise Choice for Life at their 2020 Annual
Conference in Washington (June 1st). The covid-19 response was to convert
to webinar format and Vice Chair, Janice Smith present on my behalf
sometime  in the future.
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Fundraising. Valentine’s Day Event was a huge success with a room full of
happy, extremely generous Supporters, raised $15,000. Thank you to Janice
Smith and her team of volunteers. Watch out for next year’s creative and
fun opportunity to support our work. 
We also have a crowdfunding campaign that will continue into the first few
weeks of FY 2021. The latter specifically to raise funds for transitioning to
training delivery platforms that observe social distancing restrictions.

Our training is known for its relational aspects and a room full of interactive
learning does not meet the Covid 19 standards and so we have commenced.
I do believe we will return to training via interactive workshops when Covid-
19 restrictions ease. The most efficient response requiring the least
resources was radio broadcasting. Its’ exciting to hear that the Ugandan
radio broadcast has commenced.

Connected with High Commissioner of the Republic of Uganda. I connected
with the High Commissioner, Professor Joyce Kakuranatsi Kikafunda and we
have opportunity to meet her in Canberra, when travel bans cease. Building
the relationship with the High Commissioner in Canberra, to assist us within
Uganda is part if of our advocacy and sustain strategy.
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Monitoring and Evaluating (M&E) Framework and assessment tools
designed. Our Chair in Australia, Vanessa Lister, in consultation with the
Ugandan Team, was able to bridge a major gap in our training evaluation for
Train the Trainer course. I am grateful for this progress that will help us
apply for grants as well as assess our work.
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In early March, without any prior symptoms I was diagnosed with endometrial
cancer of the uterus. I am currently into my third session of chemotherapy and
have had encouraging signs of the lymph nodes reducing in size. 
There is a long journey ahead and I appreciate your ongoing support while I take
the six months leave needed to recover and recharge. During this time, Vanessa
Lister will have oversight of governance and operations. 
Not prone to idleness, I am using my personal leave time to begin recording our
historical stories, writing scripts for radio and the tedious but necessary task of
tidying up of paper and electronic files and folders. My mind remains active and I
continue to look for ways to keep Wise Choices for Life thriving to sustain what
we have achieved so far and to explore what future growth might look like.

Cancellation of trip to Washington DC to represent WCFL at the CCIH
conference. We had secured a booth to display our work for greater
exposure and connecting with persons to become potential partnerships.

The organisation’s outputs are constrained by the lack of financial and human
resources with the skills to design and implement operational plans to navigate
the successful Strategic Plan journey.

MY HEALTH
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LACK OF RESOURCES

SOME NOTEWORTHY CHALLENGES INCLUDED THE FOLLOWING:

CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC

Postponement of our first international training workshop into Rwanda led
by an all Ugandan team into Rwanda. An African team leading another
African nation into understanding reproductive health science, faith and
culture.

Postponement of our Sixth Midwifery Study Day which was to be held at
Dandenong Hospital with over 30 paid participants. Plans are in place to
deliver the workshops via webinar and Janice Smith will be organising this.
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As we look to embrace the new challenges we face, we see new opportunities and
invite you to continue to support the Vision and Mission of Wise Choices for Life.
The main challenges are to procure funding to allow us to:

           Adapt our face-to-face training materials to online delivery methods

           
           Procure human resources to implement our operational plans

           Improve our marketing and communications in Australia and Uganda to   
           showcase our work and its impact and also to attract suitable Partners

           
           Sustain the needs of the new restrictive training season and maintain the 
           advocacy and expansion of the vision.

My health continues to be an area of concern but I remain hopeful for improved
health and recovery. I take comfort in the knowledge that you will continue to
support and assist Wise Choices for Life to stay agile and flexible – able to adapt
to current situations and future change, and to continue its growth into 2021 and
beyond.

Registered Nurse
Midwife
Learning Matters Course graduate

MARG DOCKING

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY CARD FROM

UGANDA TEAM
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WE CELEBRATE YOU

OUR HERO!
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OUR

IDENTITY & MOTIVATION

WISE CHOICES FOR LIFE IS POISED FOR GROWTH AND WE HAVE INVESTED

TIME IN SYNTHESISING OUR PURPOSE STATEMENTS.

AS WE WORK TOWARDS TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE IN BEHAVIOUR AND

THINKING ABOUT REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH IN UNDER-SERVED, DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES, WE ARE GUIDED BY THE FOUR PERSPECTIVES REPRESENTED IN

BY THE ACRONYM, SEAC:
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Wise Choices for Life’s reproductive health and life skills course is essentially
a Train the Trainer program. Our workshops train up Participants to become
Trainers who will go on to train others.

In so doing, we multiply our impact in reaching under-served communities with
factual knowledge in reproductive health. We equip them with life skills that
include critical thinking, wise decision-making, communication, relationship and
parenting skills. This knowledge is ultimately the key to the elimination of
intergenerational poverty.
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OUR TRAINING
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MESSAGE FROM THE

COUNTRY DIRECTOR,

UGANDA
Even though this financial year 2020 has ended amidst fear and anxiety due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, we still acknowledge that God has sustained us. We are
grateful for the relentless efforts of the Ugandan and Australian Boards, our
Partners, Staff, and Volunteers who have enabled us to record several
accomplishments as can be seen in the summary below:

Partnerships. We worked with: Entrust, Compassion International Assisted
Projects, Jenga CDO, Livingstone International University, Community
District Leaders, Church Leaders, Head Teachers and regular Teachers,
Prison Officers, and our own volunteers.

Thousands were trained face-to-face. Prior to COVID-19, more than 9,000
people were reached and trained in our “My Amazing Body” course. The
lessons covered included: my amazing heart, brain, ears, eyes; puberty;
menstrual hygiene management; finding true love and faithfulness; feeling
defeated and finding hope; critical thinking; decision making and
communication skills.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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The figures below show the numbers reached by gender (6,065 females / 3,108
males) and who our audiences (participants/students) are:

Figure 1a: Total numbers trained. Breakdown by Audience and Gender - TABLE

Figure 1b: Total numbers trained. Breakdown by Audience and Gender - GRAPH
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Street Children Rescue Project (COVID response). The local authorities
approached us to assist in supporting 120 street children who were settled
into the Namakwekwe Primary School building – it was vacant due to
lockdown. We meet them once a week to provide support during this period
of uncertainty and to deliver our “My Amazing Body” training sessions.
Through the Australian Board’s connection with CreateCare Global, we were
able to provide tangible aid as well. CreateCare Global provided funding for
a bar of soap for each child. We stretched the dollars and purchased fabric
to make drawstring bags to hold each child’s soap bar. The bag doubles as a
face washer and we can assist with hygiene instruction to flatten the curve.

Radio Broadcasting (COVID response). With the coming of the pandemic,
our face-to-face method of training had to change. We quickly responded by
adapting our lessons to radio delivery. Three radio stations covering 26
districts in Eastern Uganda are visited twice a week. The reach via radio is
phenomenal – 4,074,851 listeners were reached across May and June! Wise
Choices for Life’s training content is so important for our people but during
lockdown periods, it is critically needed.

JULY  2020

RADIO BROADCASTS MAY/JUNE 2020

Figure 2: Radio Broadcasts – listeners reached across 3 radio stations

Expo attendance. We had opportunity to participate in district festivals and
functions where staff could share our work and raise our profile and
visibility.
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Re-usable pads project. We received funds from the Australian Office to
implement the Reusable Sanitary Pads project. This project supports the
learning imparted via our Menstrual Hygiene Management program for girls
and women of reproductive age. Two sewing machines, one overlocking
machine, one button presser with stand, one metallic box for keeping
assorted items and materials for the making of pads were procured. So far,
we have been able to make 403 pads and 105 packaging bags which means
many young girls will attend school while menstruating as they don’t fear
soiling themselves.
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Staff development. To build the capacity of staff and sharpen their skills,
two staff members were sponsored to attend a Christian counselling training
course conducted by African Renewal University. Their newly attained skills
form part of their growth and development and is implemented every day in
their work as Wise Choices for Life employees.

Governance. The Ugandan Board has held 5 meetings through the year,
evaluating and planning projects and to ensure the smooth running of the
organisation. In August 2019, ABACUS Associates 16267 Kampala was
contracted to carry out last year’s financial audit. It yielded a successful
outcome, confirming our credibility which will promote confidence among
donors and supporters.
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The over crowdedness in schools makes it difficult for us to deliver quality
training. COVID-19 has ‘forced’ us into looking at other delivery methods for
training large crowds. However, we still need the funds to hire additional
human resources to facilitate the learning and to present, introduce and
frame the information – be it via online, video or radio platforms.

COVID-19 pandemic has made it difficult to continue to reach people via
our preferred face-to-face method. We are desperate for Australia to
provide online and radio training materials and monitoring & evaluation
tools. We know that this is dependent on funding in Australia.

CHALLENGES

We are proud of our achievements, but it would be remiss not to highlight
significant challenges we face in our work:

The ‘new normal’ may well include our return to face-to-face delivery in
some form. The vagaries of the weather (heat, cold, rain) makes travel quite
difficult. Most of our staff and volunteer trainers use public transport (motor
bikes) and they must take large training aids and paperwork to the training
venues. Transportation needs is an on-going challenge.

The local communities and government service agencies have high
expectations of registered NGOs. We often come under pressure to provide
‘tangible’ relief / aid to the poorer communities and COVID-19 has
exacerbated this. Case in point is the Street Children Rescue Project. We
would value connections with persons or businesses who can respond (on
our behalf) so we can stay on mission and deliver training reproductive
health and life skills.
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There is no doubt that Wise Choices for Life is a rapidly growing organisation and
our training is instrumental in helping to stop the poverty cycle in Uganda. With
the willingness from individuals and organisations to enter Partnerships, the
coming year is looking very promising. 

Digitising our delivery methods will enable continued operations and a wider net
to be cast for reaching the unreached. 

We are grateful to all our stakeholders and with your help, we can look forward
with hope for a successful 2021.
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EMBRACING THE FUTURE

Master of Arts in Organizational Leadership and Management
Bachelors in Primary Education
Diploma in Primary Education

JOYCE KIDULU

COUNTRY DIRECTOR, UGANDA
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It has been very exciting to see HOW Wise Choices for Life’s training transforms
individuals, families, groups and whole communities in Uganda, but it costs money!
 
In July 2019 the Board established a Fundraising Sub-committee with the purpose
of raising funds for sustaining and expanding our impactful work. The Sub-
committee identified numerous possible sources of funding, then focussed on a
few projects which have been successful in raising much needed money. Most
importantly, our fundraising events provide opportunities for people to gather
(pre-Coronavirus!) and to create greater awareness of our work in under-served
communities.
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THANK YOU FOR

GETTING INVOLVED
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The major fundraising event of the year was called ‘Finding True Love’, held on St
Valentine’s Day, Friday 14th February 2020 at the MCC Kew Sports Club on a
balmy summer’s evening. Approximately 130 guests mingled while enjoying
nibbles, delicious finger food and drinks.

Marg Docking spoke to us from her heart, sharing stories from her time in Uganda,
and how the search for true love can sometimes lead to heartbreak unless there is
education and guidance in the areas of sexual reproductive health.

What followed was a fun time of raffle ticket buying, loud and silent auctions, and
a several people taking home some amazing prizes.  $15,000 was raised at the
event, more than double what was expected. A small team of helpers worked very
hard to make this event such a success, with numerous donors generously
contributing valuable prizes.

In June 2020 a crowd funding
online campaign was launched
using GoFundMe, which has
raised over $2300 so far. This
campaign will continue to be kept
open for ongoing donations. The
funds are desperately needed to
transition our highly effective,
face-to-face training to
alternative training platforms
including radio, video and on-line
methods. This benefit of this was
shared on Facebook, WhatsApp
and via emails, and has led to
more awareness, and some
significant private donations
outside the actual GoFundMe
setup.

Our sixth Midwifery Study Day was planned for
April 2020, but due to restrictions caused by the
Coronavirus pandemic, this was postponed. This will
be held as a Webinar event over two consecutive
Fridays in late July and August 2020. Nurses and
Midwives attend and can claim CPD points and they
purchase tickets which provide a small income.
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FINDING TRUE LOVE
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The Coronavirus pandemic has presented numerous challenges in planning for the
year ahead. 

Building on the success of the Finding True Love event, a Dinner-dance is being
proposed (social distancing restrictions dependent), more Webinar study events
for midwives, ongoing crowdfunding (GoFundMe) and exploring more ideas that
raise money and awareness of this vitally important work. 

Please continue to support us as we cannot do this work without you!

As we closed Financial Year 2020 we notice quite a few new Supporters that have
been added to our database. Individuals and churches giving to the work of Wise
Choices for Life as part of their Social Justice and Missions agenda. 

June 2020 achieved nearly $6,000 more than was banked last June 2019. So Wise
Choices for Life is showing a surplus of nearly $8,000 this financial year.
We are very grateful to you all.
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WHAT'S NEXT...?
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